Department of Energy &
Climate Change
3 Whitehall Place,
London SW1A 2AW
www.gov.uk/decc

To: The Authority (Ofgem), the SEC Panel, SEC
Parties and other interested parties

14 April 2016

Dear Colleague,
DIRECTION TO:
 VARY THE SMART ENERGY CODE (SEC) WITH EFFECT FROM 18 APRIL
2016 TO MAKE PROVISION FOR EARLY TESTING SERVICES;
 CANCEL THE EXISTING VARIATION TO SECTION H14.31 OF THE SEC
FROM THE DATE THAT END-TO-END TESTING COMMENCES.
The February 2016 SEC Consultation1 (Chapter 8.1) set out proposed amendments
to allow for the provision of Early Testing Services by the DCC. My letter published
alongside this Direction2 concludes on these proposals. In line with these
conclusions, this direction varies Section X of the SEC by inserting a new Section X9
and provides for the ending of the existing variation issued on 24 April 20153 in
relation to Section H14.31.
Direction
This direction is made for the purposes of the smart meter communication licences
granted under the Electricity Act 1989 and the Gas Act 1986 (such licences being
the "DCC Licence") and the Smart Energy Code designated by the Secretary of
State pursuant to the DCC Licence (such code being the "SEC").
Words and expressions used in this direction shall be interpreted in accordance with
Section A (Definitions and Interpretation) of the SEC.
1

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/503345/February_2016
_SEC_consultation.pdf
2
Titled ‘Smart Metering Implementation Programme Early Conclusions to the February 2016 SEC
Consultation
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https://www.smartenergycodecompany.co.uk/docs/default-source/sec-documents/secretary-of-statevariations/sos-letter-of-designation-of-section-h14-31-to-support-informal-testing.pdf?sfvrsn=6

Pursuant to Section X6 (Transitional Variations) of the SEC, the Secretary of State
hereby directs that Section X (Transition) shall be varied with effect from 18 April
2016 by the addition of the provisions set out in Annex A to this direction. The date
from which such variation shall cease to apply is the date on which Section X ceases
to apply in accordance with Section X1.5 (Ending of the Application of this Section
X).
Pursuant to Section X3.7 (Provisions to be Effective Subject to Variations), the
Secretary of State hereby designates the date of the commencement of End-to-End
Testing (as determined in accordance with Section T4.9) as the date from which
Section H14.31 (Device and User System Tests) is to apply without variation.
This direction is also being notified to the SEC Administrator and an updated version
of the SEC to reflect these changes will be available on the SECAS website in due
course.

Yours faithfully

T J Guy
DECC Delivery
DECC Smart Metering Implementation Programme (SMIP)
(an official of the Department of Energy & Climate Change authorised to act on behalf of
the Secretary of State)
Annex:
Annex A - Smart Energy Code Section X9.
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Annex A

X9

INTERIM DEVICE AND USER SYSTEM TESTING

Interim Device Testing
X9.1 The DCC shall provide a testing service (referred to in this Section X9 as "GFI
Testing") to enable eligible persons to test the interoperability of Devices (other than
those comprising Communications Hubs) with the DCC Systems and with the
Communications Hubs to be provided as part of the Testing Services, such that those
Devices are able to respond to Commands received from or via the DCC in
accordance with the requirements defined in the GB Companion Specification. The
DCC shall provide GFI Testing as soon as reasonably practicable after this Section
X9.1 takes effect, and (in any event) from the commencement of End-to-End Testing.
X9.2 The following shall apply in respect of GFI Testing:
(a)

the following persons shall be eligible to undertake GFI Testing: Parties and
persons that have signed agreements based on the Specimen Enabling Services
Agreement (subject only to such variations from such specimen form as are
reasonable in the circumstances, including so as to require compliance with
this Section X9.2);

(b)

the references in Section X9.1 to “Communications Hubs”, “DCC Systems”
and “Devices” shall be interpreted as including reference to prototypes or
simulations of those things (and GFI Testing shall not include communication
via the SM WAN, or a simulation of the SM WAN);

(c)

Section H14 (Testing Services) shall apply in respect of GFI Testing as if GFI
Testing was a Testing Service, and the DCC and each person undertaking GFI
Testing shall comply with Sections H14 in respect of GFI Testing as if GFI
Testing was a Testing Service (provided that none of the following shall apply:
Sections H14.3, H14.9, H14.10 and H14.11);

(d)

persons undertaking GFI Testing must each comply with such reasonable
supplemental obligations as the DCC may notify to them from time to time
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(provided that such obligations are not inconsistent with the provisions of the
Code that are in effect at that time); and
(e)

the Testing Issue process in Section H14.37 to H14.45 (General: Testing Issue
Resolution Process) shall not apply to GFI Testing, but the DCC must take
reasonable steps to provide support and assistance to a person undertaking GFI
Testing in order to assist that person in resolving Testing Issues encountered
when undertaking GFI Testing.

Pre-UEPT Testing
X9.3 The DCC shall allow each Party that is entitled to use a DCC Gateway Connection to
establish and validate a connection via that DCC Gateway Connection to the test
environment to be used for the purposes of Pre-UEPT Testing.
X9.4 The DCC shall, with effect from 6 May 2016, provide a testing service (referred to in
this Section X9 as "Pre-UEPT Testing") that enables Parties to test their capability
(and that of their Systems) to undertake the following activities over a DCC Gateway
Connection:
(a)

the sending of (at least) the following Service Requests (which are identified
by reference to the numbering used in the Common Test Scenarios
Document):
(i)

4.1.1;

(ii)

5.1, 5.2 and 5.3;

(iii)

6.2.7, 6.11, 6.15.1, 6.15.2, 6.17, 6.20.1, 6.21 and 6.23;

(iv)

8.1.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.6, 8.7.1, 8.7.2, 8.8.1, 8.8.2, 8.9, 8.11, 8.12.1,
8.12.2, 8.13, 8.14.1, 8.14.2, 8.14.3 and 8.14.4; and

(v)

11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 12.1 and 12.2;

(b)

the sending of one or more Signed Pre-Commands; and

(c)

the receipt of Pre-Commands and Service Responses in respect of (at least) the
Service Requests set out in paragraph (a) above (in the case of Pre-Commands,
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only to the extent those Service Requests are designed to generate PreCommands).
X9.5 From as soon as the DCC is reasonably able to do so, the DCC shall expand the PreUEPT Testing to include the ability of Parties to test their capability (and that of their
Systems) to send each of the Service Requests identified in the Common Test
Scenarios Document but not listed in Section X9.4(a).
X9.6 The following shall apply in respect of Pre-UEPT Testing:
(a)

the references in Sections X9.4 and X9.5 to “Service Requests”, “Signed PreCommands”, “Pre-Commands”, “Service Responses”, “Device Alerts” and
“DCC Alerts” shall be interpreted as including simulations of those things,
which simulations may:
(i)

include standardised or sample Data; and

(ii)

omit Certificates, GBCS Payloads, Digital Signatures or Message
Authentication Codes that would otherwise be required;

(b)

Section H14 (Testing Services) shall apply in respect of Pre-UEPT Testing as
if Pre-UEPT Testing was a Testing Service, and the DCC and each Party
undertaking Pre-UEPT Testing shall comply with Sections H14 in respect of
Pre-UEPT Testing as if Pre-UEPT Testing was a Testing Service (provided
that none of the following shall apply: Sections H14.3, H14.9, and H14.10);

(c)

persons undertaking Pre-UEPT Testing must each comply with such
reasonable supplemental obligations as the DCC may notify to them from time
to time (provided that such obligations are not inconsistent with the provisions
of the Code that are in effect at that time); and

(d)

the Testing Issue process in Section H14.37 to H14.45 (General: Testing Issue
Resolution Process) shall not apply to Pre-UEPT Testing, but the DCC must
take reasonable steps to provide support and assistance to a Party undertaking
Pre-UEPT Testing in order to assist that Party in resolving Testing Issues
encountered when undertaking Pre-UEPT Testing.

Interaction with Device and User Systems Tests
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X9.7 The DCC shall not provide (and no Party shall be entitled to undertake) any testing of
Devices under Section H14.31(a) (Device and User System Tests) during the period
(if any) between commencement of GFI Testing and commencement of End-to-End
Testing.
X9.8 The DCC shall not provide (and no Party shall be entitled to undertake) any testing of
Systems under Section H14.31(b) (Device and User System Tests) during the period
between commencement of Pre-UEPT Testing and commencement of End-to-End
Testing.
X9.9 The DCC shall continue to make the tests under this Section X9 available following
the commencement of End-to-End Testing.
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